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GUTTERS and INLETS

Gutter : A gutter is a triangle open channel along the curb stone of streets 

which carry the storm water along streets to inlets.

Inlets : Inlets are structures constructed in the street along the curb stone or 

across the street to allow water to inter from the gutter to the underground storm 

collection system. 

: Gutter capacity

The gutter capacity of carrying storm water is calculated using the modified 

Manning’s equation:
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Q = Gutter flow

Z = Reciprocal of the cross slope of the gutter

n = Roughness coefficient

S = Gutter slope (longitude )

Y = water depth at the curb

K = constant = 0.38 (for SI units)
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1Example 

What’s the maximum discharge which can be carried by a gutter in a street 

that has the following characteristics? : 

* Street longitude slope = 1%

* n = 0.018

* Cross slope = 4%

* Curb height = 15cm

* Street width = 10m, (3.5 should be clear)

Solution

The gutter flow will be limited either by the spread (3.5 clear width ) or the 

curb height.
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Z=1/0.04= 25

W= 10-3.5/2= 3.25 = ZY

Y= 3.25/25= 0.13 m



STREET INLETS: are classified according to LOCATION into two types:

• Inlets in sumps

• Inlets on grade

Inlets are also classified according to their design into three types:

• Curb inlets

• Grating inlets

• Combined (Grating + Curb)

A. CURB INLETS IN SUMPS

Curb inlets in sumps are located at low points in the street where water which is 

not removed by the inlet will accumulate rather than pass by.

The capacity of curb inlets in sumps is given by the following formula:
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K = constant, 1.66 (for SI units)

y = water depth at the curb, m

L = length of the curb opening, m

The value of Q is reduced by 10% to allow for clogging
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B. GRATE INLETS IN SUMPS

The capacity of GRATE inlets in sumps is given by the following formula:
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K = constant, 2.96 (for SI units)

y = water depth at the curb, m

A = Open area of grate, m2

The value of Q is reduced by 25% to allow for clogging

Curb Stone

grate
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Inlets in sumps should be design 

to drain the entire flow which will 

reach them since no flow will 

pass by to other inlets.



Spacing between street inlets

Spacing between inlets depends on the capacity of the street gutter as 

illustrated in the equation: 
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So maximum capacity occurs when:

• Y is just smaller than the height of curb stone so the water will not 

flood over the shoulders of the street

• The storm water does not spread more than the minimum clear 

distance of the street.

•Thus the maximum distance between inlets is that distance at which 

the street gutter reach it’s maximum capacity.



2Example 

It is estimated for the catchments area in the figure that the storm water run-off is Qs= 

5L/s.m on each side. The street has the following characteristics:

• Longitudinal slope S = 3%

• Cross slope 3%= 1/z= 33.33

• N= 0.015

• Curb stone height = 25 cm

• Width of the street= 10m

• The minimum required clear distance =4 m

Find the maximum spacing between inlets.

Solution
Ymax = 3x3/100= 0.09 m

Qmax of gutter

The maximum spacing = Qmax (gutter)/ Qs = 0.238/0.005 = 47.6 m
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